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altman, James.  “‘Which way does your beard point tonight?’: ginsberg’s 
Quest to resurrect Whitman’s america.”  m.a. thesis, university of ne-
vada, las Vegas, 2008.  [argues that, “through his dialogue with Whitman, 
allen ginsberg chides america for . . . narrow-minded thinking and rein-
troduces Cold War america to what it used to be”; MAI 47 (June 2009).]

Batista, José manuel.  “ni Cósmico, ni Democrático: el ‘Contracanto a 
Walt Whitman’ de pedro mir” [“neither Cosmic nor Democratic: the 
‘Countersong to Walt Whitman’ by pedro mir”].  Symposium 62 (Winter 
2009), 235-257.  [reads Dominican writer pedro mir’s “Countersong to 
Walt Whitman”—a poem that sets out to recast the “social history of the 
united States” as a failure “because of its capitalist roots”—as “not only 
a countersong to the poetic ‘i’ of Leaves of Grass but a reply to american 
nationalist discourse as read in ‘Democratic Vistas,’” and explores “the ways 
in which mir implements the arsenal of techniques proper to the epic genre 
to undo Whitman’s voice and strings a narrative that places Whitman’s 
persona in a past that never was,” ironically reproducing “the authoritarian 
voice of the very monolithic ideology he aims to deconstruct”; in Spanish.]

Blake, leo D.  “‘We go Back a long Way’: a new Sculpture of the good 
gray poet unveiled.”  Conversations (Fall/Winter 2008-2009), 1.  [about 
the new Whitman statue by John giannotti, unveiled at rutgers university-
Camden on november 20, 2008.]

Boorse, michael J., ed.  Conversations (Fall/Winter 2008-2009).  [newsletter 
of the Walt Whitman association, Camden, new Jersey; this issue contains 
two articles, listed separately in this bibliography, along with association 
news and business and the winning entries in the 2008 high School poetry 
Contest (5-7).]

Clausson, nils.  “‘hours Continuing long’ as Whitman’s rewriting of 
Shakespeare’s Sonnet 29.”  Walt Whitman Quarterly Review 26 (Winter 
2009), 131-142.  [analyzes Whitman’s 1860 “Calamus” number 9 poem, 
“hours continuing long,” as an unconventional sonnet that responds the-
matically and structurally to Shakespeare’s Sonnet 29 (“When in disgrace 
with fortune”), and that echoes Shakespeare’s sonnet while simultaneously 
reshaping his personal poem about same-sex love into a “political protest 
against having to suffer, like countless others, in silence.”]

Cohen, matt.  review of michael robertson, Worshipping Walt: The Whitman 
Disciples.  Biography 31 (Fall 2008), 771-773.

Dowling, David.  Capital Letters: Authorship in the Antebellum Literary Market.  
iowa City: university of iowa press, 2009.  [Chapter 4, “transcending 
Capital: Whitman’s poet Figure and the marketing of Leaves of Grass” (82-
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105), argues that “the antimarket sensibility of Whitman’s poet persona 
is much more extensive and multidimensional than has been previously 
acknowledged” and explores how in the 1855 Leaves of Grass Whitman’s 
“nonproducing persona stands in sharp contrast to the man whom the text 
identifies as the publisher, a figure responsible for transforming the poetry 
into a print commodity,” as Whitman forged “an early type of book mar-
keting that weds spirituality with consumerism,” presenting his text “as a 
kind of ultimate supercommodity, so valuable that it transcends all market 
forces and values and vanishes, as it were, into spirit—a kind of antimaterial 
embodiment of the poet’s living soul.”]

Faggen, robert.  review of robert roper, Now the Drum of War: Walt Whit-
man and His Brothers in the Civil War.  Los Angeles Times (January 16, 2009).  

Folsom, ed.  “Walt Whitman: a Current Bibliography.”  Walt Whitman Quar-
terly Review 26 (Winter 2009), 161-165.

Funchion, John richard.  “Divisible pasts: nostalgia and narrative in ameri-
can literature and Culture, 1848-1900.”  ph.D. Dissertation, Brown uni-
versity, 2008.  [one chapter examines how “Whitman and hamlin garland 
employed nostalgia to redefine sectional antagonisms along economic lines 
of interest in the service of populism”; DAI-a 69 (may 2009).]

ginell, richard S.  “review: the los angeles master Chorale, ipod Style.”  
Los Angeles Times (February 23, 2009).  [review of los angeles master 
Chorale concert, including the “West Coast premiere of nico muhly’s ‘ex-
pecting the main things From you,’ in which selections from Walt Whit-
man’s Leaves of Grass are first broken into choral fragments, then backed 
by a hazy series of minimalist textures.”]

ifill, matthew l.  “Wonder in the ordinary: Whitman’s 189th Birthday 
highlighted one of the poet’s greatest ideals.”  Conversations (Fall/Winter 
2008-2009), 2-4.  [Describes how “simplicity could equate with grandeur 
if one could look through Whitman’s eyes,” and reports on the 189th Whit-
man Birthday Celebration at the poet’s Camden home.]

Jones, David h.  Two Brothers: One North, One South.  encino, Ca: Staghorn 
press, 2008. [historical novel about two brothers—Confederate soldier 
William prentiss and union soldier Clifton prentiss—both injured very 
late in the Civil War and both in armory Square hospital, where Whitman 
nurses both and serves as the link between them.]

Jowitt, Deborah.  “paul taylor Dance Company: made for our Delight: a 
Veteran mashes up Whitman and poulenc.”  Village Voice (march 3, 2009).  
[review of paul taylor’s dance, Beloved Renegade, based on Whitman’s 
poetry, noting how “taylor mingles the poet’s well-known love of young 
men with elegiac images of death.”]

Klipschutz.  “Washington, DC, 1863.”  Quiddity 1 (Fall/Winter 2008-2009), 
13-14. [poem about Whitman seeing lincoln in Washington: “Walt Whit-
man, having the time / (I loafe et cetera), waited for him. . . .”]
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leonard, martin.  “Walt Whitman’s Leaves of Grass from the perspective of 
modern mahayana Buddhism.”  m.a. thesis, California State university, 
Fresno, 2008.  [argues that “by means of intuition and inductive logic,” 
Whitman “was able to arrive at a perspective on life that reflects the teaching 
of the greatest sages of Buddhism,” and proposes that “a Buddhist perspec-
tive gives the most comprehensive presentation of Whitman’s message that 
has yet been achieved”; MAI 47 (June 2009).]

levitin, alexis.  “an ecuadorian Whitman poem.”  Walt Whitman Quarterly 
Review 26 (Winter 2009), 156-157.  [offers a translation of a poem (“pista de 
baile” / “Dance Floor”) about Whitman by ecuadorian poet roy Sigüenza 
and discusses the poem’s homoerotic theme and imagery.]

macauley, alastair.  “Dance Weds music, and the Body electric Sings.”  New 
York Times (February 26, 2009).  [review of paul taylor dance company 
performance of “Beloved renegade,” a “haunting and very Whitmanesque” 
dance whose “prime subject . . . is the poet Walt Whitman.”]

ness, William Boyd.  “‘Burning with star-fires’: the national Flag in Civil 
War poetry.”  ph.D. Dissertation, university of iowa, 2008.  [examines “the 
american national flag during the Civil War years” as it appears figuratively 
“in the newspaper and magazine poetry of the time” as well as in the work 
of writers like Julia Ward howe, oliver Wendell holmes, John greenleaf 
Whittier, herman melville, and Whitman; one chapter focuses on Drum-
Taps and Whitman’s distinctive “flag construction” in that book as well as in 
his early journalism and in his “cluster of flag-related poems titled ‘Bathed 
in War’s perfume’ from the 1871 Leaves”; DAI 69 (June 2009).]

orvell, miles.  review of Sean meehan, Mediating American Autobiography: 
Photography in Emerson, Thoreau, Douglass, and Whitman.  Nineteenth-Century 
Literature 63 (December 2008), 420-424.

ramos, peter.  “‘in and out of the game’: Whitman’s politics, poetry and 
Better Self.”  CEA Critic 71 (2008), 27-44. [argues that Whitman “never 
identified himself, even mildly, as an abolitionist” but notes how his poetry 
endures among modern and contemporary progressive and minority writ-
ers; goes on to examine how Whitman creates “a speaker that contains and 
celebrates multiple subjectivities,” one that “may not necessarily be unified,” 
and proposes that Whitman’s “sense of the infinite possibility within the 
self—or division between ‘self’ and ‘inner-self’” derives from emerson; 
analyzes how, “following Whitman’s example,” langston hughes “created 
a poetic speaker with multiple subjectivities”; examines how pablo neruda, 
too, “employs the multiple subject” that he learned from Whitman; con-
cludes that Whitman’s “better self” produced an influential poetry aimed 
“at re-seeing division itself as an ideal to be accepted, democratically agreed 
upon, and honored.” ]

reeves, gareth.  “Song of the Self: Berryman’s Whitman.”  Romanticism 14 
(2008), 47-56.  [examines Berryman’s 1957 lecture on “Song of myself,” 
given when he was just beginning work on The Dream Songs, and uses this 
lecture to compare and contrast “Song of myself” and The Dream Songs.]
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robertson, michael.  “With Walt Whitman in lancashire, 1886-2008.”  Walt 
Whitman Quarterly Review 26 (Winter 2009), 143-150.  [offers a history 
of annual Whitman celebrations in Bolton, england, where early socialist 
disciples of Whitman began honoring the poet in the 1880s, a tradition 
that, on and off, has continued to the present day; describes in detail the 
2008 celebration.]

Scharnhorst, gary.  “‘i didn’t like his books’: Julian hawthorne on Whitman.”  
Walt Whitman Quarterly Review 26 (Winter 2009), 151-156. [traces how 
Julian hawthorne “completely reversed his opinion” about Whitman “over 
the course of half a century,” from praise to condemnation.]

Scharper, Diane.  Brief review of robert roper, Now the Drum of War: Walt 
Whitman and His Brothers in the Civil War.  Baltimore Sun (January 18, 2009).

Sowder, michael.  Whitman’s Ecstatic Union: Conversion and Ideology in Leaves 
of Grass.  routledge, 2005.  [examines the first three editions of Leaves of 
Grass in the context of  “a nineteenth-century antebellum evangelical cul-
ture of conversion,” proposing that Leaves “sought to redeem the nation by 
inducing ecstatic, regenerating experiences in its readers,” and analyzing 
Whitman’s “historical relationship to preaching and conversion” as he cre-
ates “sacred seductions” in his poetry.]

thomas, m. Wynn.  review of Jason Stacy, Walt Whitman’s Multitudes: Labor 
Reform and Persona in Whitman’s Journalism.  Walt Whitman Quarterly Review 
26 (Winter 2009), 158-160. 

tolan, Jim.  “Five takes on lincoln’s looks.”  Quiddity 1 (Fall/Winter 2008-
2009), 24-25.  [poem; section two quotes Whitman’s comments on lincoln’s 
face (“he has a face like a hoosier michael angelo”).]

Van, Jeffrey.  Music of Jeffrey Van.  Baton rouge, la: Centaur, 2004.  [CD 
containing Jeffrey Van’s “a procession Winding around me” for guitar 
and choir, musical settings of Whitman’s “By the Bivouac’s Fitful Flame,” 
“Beat! Beat! Drums!,” “look Down Fair moon,” and “reconciliation”; 
with Jeffrey Van on guitar and the Wake Forest university Concert Choir, 
Brian gorelick, director.]

Walker, Cody.  Shuffle and Breakdown.  ewell, Surrey, uK: Waywiser press, 
2008.  [poems: the title of the book comes from Whitman’s “Song of my-
self,” and Whitman appears in several poems, including “the Cheney Cor-
respondence (Selected)” (27), “all poetry is political” (37), and “Dirge” 
(74); a series of poems (“hephzibah Cemetery / april 1889” [79], “nat-
chez / December 1889” [80], “new orleans / august 1890” [81], “Joplin / 
november 1890” [82], “Saint louis / January 1891” [83], “Chicago / June 
1891” [84], “Wheeling / February 1892” [85], and “Camden / June 1892” 
[86]) are imagined letters to Whitman from his fictitious grandson.] 

Weigel, moira.  “i hear america Singing.”  The Guardian (January 31, 2009), 
Features and reviews, 20.  [Discusses elizabeth alexander’s poem, “praise 
Song for the Day,” written for and delivered at Barack obama’s inauguration, 
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and examines alexander’s attempt “to position herself as an heir to Walt 
Whitman,” as “the child of Whitman and gwendolyn Brooks,” and argues 
that “Brooks’s work follows logically from Whitman’s desire to include and 
represent everything.”]

Whitley, edward.  review of Susan Belasco, ed Folsom, and Kenneth m. 
price, eds., Leaves of Grass: The Sesquicentennial Essays.  Nineteenth-Century 
Literature 63 (Fall 2008), 266-269.

Wright, louise e.  “an evening with Whitman.”  The Bulletin [philadelphia, 
pa] (January 26, 2009).  [review of “o Captain, my Captain: Whitman’s 
lincoln,” a one-man show written and performed by Bill Van horn at 
philadelphia’s Walnut Street theatre independence Studio.]

unsigned.  Brief review of David haven Blake and michael robertson, eds., 
Walt Whitman: Where the Future Becomes Present.  American Literature 81 
(march 2009), 218.

unsigned.  “unl libraries unveils 3-millionth Volume: 1st edition of Leaves 
of Grass.”  Columns [university of nebraska, lincoln] (Winter 2008), 2.  
[about the special event at the university of nebraska, lincoln, to rec-
ognize the acquisition of a first edition of Leaves of Grass as the library’s 
three-millionth volume.]

The University of Iowa                    Ed Folsom

 “Walt Whitman: a Current Bibliography,” covering work on Whitman 
from 1940 to the present, is available in a fully searchable format online at  
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